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Upper Hudson Peace Action endorses Occupy
Albany and its call for much greater income equality
in our society.
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The wars the US is fighting are draining resources from
our society that could help meet the needs of the 99%.
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Many millions of dollars spent on the wars has gone into
the pockets of the leaders and stockholders of defense
contractors and mercenary contractors.
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The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have been paid for
entirely through borrowing, which has exacerbated the
financial instability of our economy.
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The tremendous debt that has piled up because of the
wars has now led to efforts to reduce the debt by slashing
social programs, inevitably leading to greater inequality in
our society.
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To build a better society, we
need to end wars.
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The Vigil for Peace was initiated by the Albany Friends Meeting and Peace Action.
Find out how you can work for peace. Call 518-595-9324
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